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Teacher: What are you drawing?



Teacher: What are you drawing?
Jane: A picture of God



Teacher: What are you drawing?
Jane: A picture of God
Teacher: But no one knows what 
God looks like.



Teacher: What are you drawing?
Jane: A picture of God
Teacher: But no one knows what 
God looks like.
Jane: Well, they will in a minute!

*Sir Ken Robinson, Ted Talk on Creativity



Learning doesn’t have to be this 
way!



Expert learners and effective learning

๏ Metacognition
๏ Retrieval practice
๏ Effortful retrieval



Interactive teaching

๏ Instructor poses a question to the class
๏ Could be knowledge-based, conceptually-based, or 

opinion-based
๏ Responses are solicited from all students
๏ Results used to inform instructional direction and 

strategy



Peer instruction



It works

Interactive learning
Traditional lecture

Source: Hake, R. R. (1998). Interactive-engagement versus traditional methods: A six-thousand-student
survey of mechanics test data for introductory physics courses. Am. J. Phys. 66(1).



Typical implementation tools: Then



Typical implementation tools: Now



What’s wrong with what we have?

๏ Largely restricted to multiple-choice questions
๏ Limited productivity of some peer instruction groups
๏ Not always easy to make use of student response data
๏ And why should students be using clickers when they 

all are already bringing other, more powerful devices to 
class?



Learning Catalytics: A new cloud-based platform for 
interactive teaching



Many different constructed-response question 
formats (graphical, numerical, algebraic, textual, ...)





Use real-time analytics to generate discussion



Use real-time analytics to generate discussion



Measuring learner engagement: Finding “natural 
teachers”



Who among the students are the “natural teachers”?

๏ When students are engaging in discussions, both 
learning and teaching occurs

๏ When a particular student’s partners consistently 
improve, they are, in a sense, a “natural teacher”

๏ We can identify these students using the Learning 
Catalytics data



Who among the students are the “natural teachers”?



Thank you!
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